Glutamatergic activation of the amygdala differentially mimics the effects of audiogenic seizure kindling in two substrains of genetically epilepsy-prone rats.
Comparisons of neuronal network mechanisms in closely related inherited seizure models are providing novel insights into epileptogenic pathophysiology. Genetically epilepsy-prone rats (GEPRs) exist in two substrains that inherit long-term susceptibility to behaviorally distinct audiogenic seizures (AGS). GEPR-3s exhibit generalized clonic AGS, while GEPR-9s exhibit generalized tonic AGS. After AGS kindling the tonic AGS of GEPR-9s is followed by generalized posttonic clonus (PTC), while the generalized clonic AGS is followed by facial and forelimb (F&F) clonus in GEPR-3s. PTC and F&F clonus are very rare in GEPRs before AGS kindling. The neuronal network subserving AGS in GEPR-9s lies exclusively in brainstem sites, but amygdala (AMG) and other sites are recruited into the network after AGS kindling. The present study attempted to mimic the effects of AGS kindling by bilaterally microinjecting subconvulsive doses of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) into the AMG of nonkindled GEPRs. NMDA (10 nmol/side) microinjected into AMG reversibly induced susceptibility to F&F clonus immediately following generalized clonic AGS in most nonkindled GEPR-3s. NMDA (7.5 nmol/side), microinjected into AMG temporarily induced susceptibility to generalized PTC immediately following tonic AGS in most nonkindled GEPR-9s. No seizures were induced in normal rats by these treatments, and no seizures were seen in GEPRs with these NMDA doses except those induced by acoustic stimuli. These findings support a critical role in AGS kindling for the AMG in the neuronal networks for both forms of AGS. However, the behavioral effect of the treatment was different in the two AGS substrains, suggesting interrelated but not identical pathophysiological mechanisms in these closely related epilepsy models.